


 16 lb. lightweight design 

 Robotically welded slide assembly and latch will not fail. Nickel-plated for the utmost in rust protection.

 Easy to fabricate mounts for different applications

 Bright 300W, 42,000 lumens IP64 rated LED bulb with shatter-resistant lens. The only balloon light with a field-serviceable bulb. Bulb is rated for 
50,000 hours.

 Heavy-duty, 25’ all weather power cord for many years of service.

 Easiest and fastest to use. Push down to deploy into its balloon shape.

 Patented design ensures you are getting the best in the industry.

 4-sided Heavy Duty Carry bag for ease of use. Unzip and the top flips open for ease of use.

 Made in the USA with local suppliers. 



Our patented unique latch and slide assembly at only 16lbs is what sets us apart:

The Quasar 360 is the brightest, lightest and strongest on the market (we know of) at the 300 WATT 
classification. It’s one push to rapidly deploy and another to de-latch the balloon has made it the simplest 
to set up. Robotically welded, nickel-plated latch and slide are built with the utmost rust protection for 
many years of service. The top and bottom assemblies are anodized billet aluminum to ensure the 
strength. This design was made to withstand the rigors of heavy construction and outdoor elements. Easy 

to fabricate mounts for different applications with NO set screws to fail. We are the ONLY balloon light 

manufacture to offer a screw in, consumer replaceable LED bulb.



Our heavy duty glare free fade resistant poly material cover was made to withstand the outdoor elements. PLS meets the latest
standards from all the top safety industries including OSHA, MSHA, D.O.T. and TOLLWAY specifications.

•Translucent Orange Top – Creates bright contrast to further improve safety
•Translucent Red Top – Bright contrast establishing Fire Department’s equipment with multiple municipality departments on site
•All White Cover – Designed for electric crews exposing light in all directions, but especially up where it’s needed the most in electrical 
emergencies
•The Super Bright Cover – More for larger event lighting. Not so much glare free but brighter. Same strong light, different cover

Standard of colors carried at all times, orange, red, white, and super bright.



PLS created the EASIEST balloon light to service on 

site. The only tools required to replace the LED bulb are 
two wrenches. That’s it! Unbolt the slide assemblies and 
unscrew the bulb. Gently sneak it out between the balloon 
wires and reverse the procedure to reinstall. Reinstall the 
cover and secure the wires to the balloon cover via hook 
and loop fasteners through the vents on the side of the 
balloon cover.

•300 WATT / 42,000 LUMENS
•RATED 50,000 HOURS
•IP64 RATED LED BULB
•SHATTER RESISTANT LENS



“We’re tired of the 
failures of the 
blower motors and 
lights. We’ve had 
zero problems 
since switching to 
PLS.”

“Our town and 
training department 
appreciate how easy it 
is to set up.”

“We’re one phone 
call away from a 
night emergency 
always. The crews 
are excited to have 
a better option for 
lighting. Not only so 
they can see, but to 
establish a work 
zone presence so 
that others can see 
them as well.”

“Awesome light. It 

makes our job so 

much easier.”

“ I was surprised how 
bright these are. 
Lightweight and strong. 
Nice product”

“Very 
innovative 
design. I like 
the glare 
free, its 
super easy to 
see things.”



We offer a 1 year manufacturer warranty against defects for the balloon light fixture.
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